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Focus on Long-term term impact! 

Live with future technology! 
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Executive Summary 

 
Defining the Metaverse can be challenging as it can encompass anything we 
currently do online, but in a simulated 3D digital environment, taking advantage 
of the digital connectivity we have rapidly developed in the last century.  
 
The Metaverse will combine online experiences in a fluid and connected way that 
more accurately reflects the human experience. To do this, we will use tools in the 
technical world to represent, and improve upon, what we encounter and 
experience in the physical world. Immense virtual worlds, augmented reality, 
virtual reality, and the internet will be used as a shared virtual 3D space connecting 
to all the social, gaming, shopping, research, education, and financial programs 
we use - all interconnected and interacting in a digital ecosystem.  
 
The Metaverse will be the hub of it all, a universe in itself. The platform includes 
a games store to download and play games and a gaming collectible NFT 
marketplace integrated with games. 
. 

 
What makes us       different 

REDAN will be used as the medium of exchange within the Metaverse. It will be 
used to buy, sell, trade, and modify in-game assets. In addition, Redan will be used 
as points of entry for various areas of the Metaverse, for accessing games, virtual 
concerts and clubs, media, entertainment, education, modes of travel in the 
Metaverse, investing in virtual real estate, mining for materials in-game, paying 
other players for services, social experiences and programs, and really anything else 
that a currency can be used for in the physical world, but virtual. It is a digital 
currency for the virtual world. 

While the REDAN Metaverse is an interactive 3D universe based in space, with the 
freedom to explore different virtual worlds and communities, it is not necessarily a 
game in and of itself. It can instead best be described as a hub for virtual social 
interaction and expression, and trading and collecting assets within a digital 
economy. 



Our Mission 

REDAN combines the gaming and blockchain in its most superior way and wishes 

to develop a passive economy to the project. We believe in the future of Blockchain 

and Metaverse in the gaming world and there is an opportunity now to build good 

reliable products and a strong economy from gaming.  

At the same time we want to create value for our token holders and provide them 

an identity in this revolutionary gaming world. Inline with the roadmap we will 

have active gamers, developers, content creators to fuel the REDAN Metaverse.  

We aim to bring all the game enthusiasts, players and developers at one panel to 

build, explore games of all categories on Web3 & Metaverse. The panel is also 

intended to generate a common sharing economy for all the active participants. 

  
Our Vision 

REDAN Metaverses are a relatively new concept and technology, and there are 
very few currently that exist beyond the research phase. None are fully developed, 
and most are notably underdeveloped. All of them are centralized and controlled 
by companies or projects with a problematic consolidation of power.  

The Redan Metaverse is currently the only truly decentralized Metaverse project, 
and it is seeking to merge the concept of the REDAN Metaverse with a 
cryptocurrency based economy. It is based in a space-themed setting for an 
enhanced experience that taps into what makes humans unique; a drive and desire 
to explore, learn, and go beyond.  

All games will be connected and accessible through the Market in the 'Play' 
section, which links directly to the Metaverse. The user's statistics and actions can 
affect the environment, other users, and economy in various ways. Gameplay can 
affect the Metaverse, and the Metaverse can affect gameplay. Everything is 
connected. 

 



A Note From The Founder 

Welcome and thank you for considering joining REDAN NET CORPORATION on 

this exciting journey! 

For startup veterans like us, operating in the crypto space is a breath of fresh air. It 
allows you to focus on creation and development without bureaucracy or politics. 

 

We’ve all seen the incredible growth of decentralized finance (DeFi) in 2022 and 2023 
and could experience firsthand the speed at which new solutions emerge when the 
incentive is right. In crypto, projects that would take years to launch can be built and 
released within months. 
 
Taking a proven next-generation technology and bringing it to market via a token-
powered ecosystem allows us to reach audiences, investors, supporters, users, and fans 
who normally would not be able to join our vision, let alone help build it. 

We want to empower our users to find new ways to leverage our tech in their personal 
and professional lives as artists, gamers, influencers, marketers, collectors, investors, 
or businesses and entrepreneurs. 

 
What distinguishes us from other projects is our 10+ years of experience as a team, 
building and solving complex problems at scale. Most of our team comes the most 
successful startups in the advertising technology space of the past decade. 
 

We bring the know-how, strategic partnerships, and 

relentless energy to make any project a reality. 

We have the funds and the experience; 

Professional team and partners; 

Tech and the vision. 

 
All that is left is for you to join us as we embark 

on the journey of making REDAN  

the next biggest thing in crypto. 
 

Thomas Harvey 

 

 

Founder    

REDAN NET CORPORATIONS 



The REDAN Business Model 

The REDAN NET project aims to encompass 
several major markets. Some markets and target 
audiences that already expressed interest in our 
technology include: 

➔ Gamers 

➔ Artists 

➔ Celebrities & influencers 

➔ Marketing professionals 

➔ Professional athletes 

➔ Online fashion platforms 

 

With the ongoing developments in technology, the Blockchain and Metaverse is 
Attracting more users towards going online for gaming and entertainment. 
REDAN’s business model is based on a diverse gaming service and multiple use 
Cases of our token. 

 

 
Games:  

 
The Primary Revenue of REDAN will come from deploying games and 
Leveraging Game Infinity owned NFT’s. 

 

NFT’s:  

 
We will create and list in-game NFT elements, characters, lands and arts. These 
NFT’s are backed with a value and adds revenue to the creator on every trade. 

 

Token Use Cases:  

 
When REDAN members utilize the tokens on playing games and trading NFT’s. 
Every single transaction on the network will make use of native token 

 

Holders & traders:  

 
With the rise in holders and more use cases the evaluation of The project will also 
grow 
 
 

The REDAN Metaverse 

REDAN is working to present an ecosystem of gaming and NFT with Blockchain 
and Metaverse, a combined mechanism of AI, VR and AR which is also the future. 



Blockchain/ Web3 gaming VR / AR Gaming: 

The REDAN Metaverse Game Infinity is working to present an ecosystem of 
gaming and NFT with Blockchain and Metaverse, a combined mechanism of AI, 
VR and AR which is also the future. Users can play single player and multiplayer 
games on web3 (Online games) which is connected to a wallet and makes instant 
reward payments. All these games can be played from the BSC wallet browser 
and players can use the META tokens to participate, winners get rewards directly 
to their wallets. REDAN will also launch multi-player web3 games that allow 
multiple users to connect with each other and play. 

Gaming with VR and AR: 

It is also a part of REDAN, our team is in collaboration with resources who will 
help us achieve this and present this to our users in a bigger way. Virtual reality 
and augmented reality are much anticipated terms from a long time but the 
existence of them in the real world is limited. VR & AR applications are most 
commonly used in gaming, but now as the focus grows, more applications are 
taken into consideration. Social media, ecommerce sites and mobile apps have 
started using VR and AR to simplify and modernize their services. 

Economical Approach: 

REDAN economy is designed to be balanced with necessary backup and retention 
in all dimensions. We want to make the holders feel safe about their holdings and 
continue using the network with the same confidence. Reserving 30% of Liquidity 
for 4 years span when the listing phase begins Backing up NFT’s with GAMEIN 
and REDAN reserve 100% of token will be into existence unless the necessary 
burning is required Arbitrage yielding of funds Invest in futuristic gaming projects 

Regular accounting, audits and reporting also involved. 

Fund Raising: 

REDAN needs to secure around $1 Million to undertake all the operations to 
develop and run topmost Metaverse and web3 gaming products. The Gaming 
NFT’s on the other hand will pay a very important role in reserving the token 
value and thus the team can focus on development without we are also inviting 
potential investors to participate in the Private sale through the whitelist program.



Metaverse and  Blockchain 

The utilization of blockchain adds other dimensions to the Metaverse saga: 

  
1. It makes 3D objects stored on blockchain virtually indestructible and eternal. 

The decentralized character of the blockchain with its copies stored on 
millions of private machines around the world means there will always be a 
copy of the NFT somewhere. Blockchain is more resilient than cloud or 
server data centers. 

 

 
2. It offers intrinsic economies and new sources  of revenue. NFTs (non-

fungible tokens) are not only certificates of ownership and authentication
of digital art and collectibles. They are also smart contracts that allow 
their creators to collect royalties from the future usage of their avatars, art, 
or other 3D models. By introducing the REDAN COIN, we are creating a 
complete settlement ecosystem and a new Metaverse-centric economy. 

 
 

 The REDAN COIN (REDAN) 

 

REDAN COIN is a bilateral model that connects Gaming and Blockchain both in 
potential 
Business approaches 
 
The total Blockchain gaming market reached $190 billion and expected to hit $250 
By 2023 NFT sales in Oct 2021 surged to $10.7 billion Crypto wallet holders 
Crossed 70 M activer wallets DeFi tokens have reached $35 billion in TVL The 
Global gaming industry is now worth $200 billion and expected to hit $314 billion 
By 2026 Metaverse and the Blockchain are a strong and reliable platforms to take 
Gaming to the next level. 
 

Project Role: 
 
The REDAN’s aims to maximize the value of both gaming and NFT marketplace 
Platforms. The project ultimately targets to provide token holders with authority to 
Vote and explore features. 
 
1. Building a global community of play-to-earn gamers who play competitively to 
     Collect in-game rewards. 
 
2. Reserve high yielding assets ( games, crypto & NFT’s) for the organization to 
     Generate a network based earning. 



 
3. Allow the community to participate in the project developments via voting and 
     Proposals. 
 

4.  Coordinating with gamers and developers to work on Metaverse games and 
     Minting NFTs. 

 
 
 

How it works 

 
3 D NFTs --------------- 

Scanning artwork into 3D NFTs will be done in a similar fashion where usage time 
with our metascanner will be paid for using our native REDAN COIN 
alternatively paying per scanned item. 

 

We are developing a mobile metascanner that will frequently travel around the 
world to various locations where we secure deals with artists, museums, and 
galleries. Just imagine being able to pay a small sum of REDAN COIN to view a 
virtual art gallery in the comfort of your own home. 
 

Team focus: 
 
The REDAN team will work on the following: 
 
Acquire new players, streamers, ambassadors, community managers, and game 
masters Incentivize participants through reward program, events, tournaments, 
and voting participation; Distribute token grants; Build new REDAN features; 
Build technology to expand its core activities of Gaming and NFT; Purchase 
virtual gaming assets. 

 



 

 

 

Professionally Designed and Developed on Unreal Engine: 
 
 The professionally developed aspect of the Metaverse will continue on Unreal Engine 
and is an adaptation of Lord Digital World (LDW) are the technical partner of the 
revolution. Providing more than 8 years of R&D on the physical gateway to the 
Metaverse. LDW aims to capture every detail of the physical world and port it into the 
digital world. As the technology arm of the project LDW provides all technical aspects 
of the project for hardware and software.  
 
LDW is a near-complete AAA space exploration, action, adventure, and massively 
multiplayer online (MMO) game that will be transformed and adapted into the 
REDAN Metaverse. It will focus on space travel and mechanics, space base 
connections, asteroids and mining, planets, space battles, and a complex and interesting 
virtual gaming economy.  
 
REDAN has on boarded a game design and development team with two decades of 
MMO game development experience and expertise crafting in-game economies. The 
economy will utilize the STARL token and play a prominent role across all aspects of 
the Metaverse, with decisions and actions affecting various elements.  
 
The game development here will implement mechanics that will be utilized across the 
entire Metaverse. Space flight will be the primary method of travel in the Metaverse. 
While the gaming side will focus on missions, the rest of the Metaverse will have the 
option for users to explore, collect assets, mine asteroids, trade in the REDAN Market, 
and interact with others. The Unity progress and development will merge into the 
Unreal version, which will be the main engine used as development continues. 
 

 
 

Economy and Play-To-Earn: 
 

The concept of play-to-earn is quickly growing in popularity. This is significantly 
Enhanced in places where finding access to paid work may be difficult or for people 
In challenging personal circumstances where opportunities are lacking. While the 
Play-to-earn mechanism is used in several gaming projects, unfortunately, many 
Have also abused it.  
 
We will ensure fair, balanced, and secure mechanisms in Gameplay and travel in the 
Metaverse to avoid this. Users will have abilities to play And earn various assets that 
are valuable in quests and to progress further in-game. 



 
These assets will be earned by playing and completing missions or battles while 
Traveling between spaceships and hubs in the Metaverse. Users can either use these 
Assets to progress in missions and games or sell them to others for profit on the 

REDAN Market. Assets earned can be common and valuable materials, fuel, tools, 
Or weapons, or rare assets that are hard to find and highly sought after on the market. 
 
 
We also aim to provide a vibrant virtual economy with ways to earn and trade. As 
we believe in community input, we will steer the direction of the project according 
to what the community thinks are fair and balanced ways to trade and interact in the 
virtual world, while also creating a fun and adventure-filled Metaverse to explore. 
 
For example, specific items and components might only be available to craft in 
particular locations in the Metaverse. You could find that demand for features and 
raw resources is higher at one base or space station, while the demand for finished 
goods is higher at another.  
 
Both users and AI can generate missions to deliver the required products to appropriate 
locations. Other tasks may require users to extract minerals, deliver miscellaneous 
goods, and much more, contributing to a dynamic economic system based on primary 
supply and demand. 
 
If missions are accepted but fail due to pirate activity or attack, then subsequent tasks 
will be implemented to combat the pirates in those areas. Thus, users will not only 
participate in the Metaverse, but they will have a part in shaping, affecting, and  
responding to it. 

 
 
 
 



ROADMAP 
 

 

 

Q1 2022 
 

 

- Setup up legal entity 

- $10M seed funding from Thomas Harvey 

- Market research 

- R&D confirming the feasibility of the project 

- Validating business model 

- Testing 3D scanning technology 

- Securing strategic partners & advisors 

- Creating proprietary smart contract architecture  

- Core team formation 

- Creating marketing strategy 

- Establishing 5 year plan & vision 

- Premium brand creation 
 
 
 

 

Q2 2022 
 

 
 

 

- Initial talks with high-profile investors 

- Stress test smart contracts 

- Expand core team 

- Verify REDAN METAVERSE locations 

- REDAN METAVERSE development 

- Website VI 

- YouTube channel rebranding 

- Awareness marketing & PR campaigns  

- Private presale 

- Public presale registration 

- AMA with Thomas Harvey 

- Pre-launch marketing campaigns 

- Opening whitelist audit 



ROADMAP 
 

 

 

Q3 2022 
 

 

- Public Launch on Pancake swap v2 

- REDAN COIN release 

- Post launch marketing campaigns 

- REDAN Metaverse release  

- First delivery of REDAN METAVERSE chamber   

- Initiate negotiations with CEXs 

- Implementation of community voting 

- Negotiations with onramp partners 

- REDAN COIN added to major rating websites   

- Launch REDAN podcast 

- Announce artist partnerships 

- Listing on first CEX 
 

      Q4 2022 
 

  
 

 

 

 

- Expanding team 

- Website v2 

- Sponsorship of crypto & gaming events 

- Explore game studio/developer partnerships 

- Join prestigious global business organizations  
- Onboarding strategic investors 

- Growing international REDAN communities 

- Official REDAN METAVERSE chamber  
- REDAN 3D NFT marketplace 

- Further CEX listings 

- Implementation of fiat to REDAN onramp 



ROADMAP 
 

 

 

Q1 2023 
 

 

- Launch REDAN METAVERSE 3D franchise 

- Further REDAN METAVERSE 3D chamber locations 

- Blockchain meetups 

- Gaming conferences & expositions 

- Expanding team 

- Expanding global presence & awareness 

- Adding multi-language support 

- Strategic gaming & crypto partnerships 

- REDAN Visa partnership 

- Publish 2023 roadmap 

- Publish 10-year plan to scale to 100M users 



Disclaimer 

DISCLAIMER the information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing 
or comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit 
effect any elements of a contractual relationship.  

The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token holders with 
pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make 
an informed decision. Prior to your participation in the purchase of Redan coins, 
we strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper all the documents 
associated with the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the 
same.  

You may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with 
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial information 
featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements that are based on and 
take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which 
in eventuality may cause the estimated results or may differ factually and 
substantially from the featured estimates or results extrapolated or expressed in 
such forward-looking statements herewith. 


